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Delhi offers a perfect blend of modern and ancient India. Anyone who travels to India is ought to
touch the periphery of Delhi not only because of its timeless beauty but also because it offers
perfect link to other parts of India especially to the northern India. Whether you are in Delhi for the
first time or on a repeat visit you cannot afford to miss out on a stay at one of the luxury hotels in
Delhi. In Delhi there is a huge demand of luxury hotels in Delhi which can not only cater to the
needs of Indian travlers but also perfect for the travllers coming from all parts of the globe.

Hotel Le Meridien Delhi offers a perfect accommodation to the people who are looking for a luxury
stay in Delhi. It is one of the finest hotels in Delhi that offers elegance, class and comfort to the
travllers. It is situated two kilometers from Rashtra pati Bhawan. The hotel has 358 guest rooms and
7 meeting places for offering accommodation to the travllers. The room ambiance as well as the
facilities is indeed more than satisfactory for the travllers. The rooms are specially designed keeping
in mind the necessities required by the travelers. Every room in Le Meridien Delhi is spacious with
24 hour room service, air conditioned room, in room movies, television with remote control,
sprinklers in the room, wake up service, refrigerator, free news paper, connecting room, satellite
channels, Mini Bar, Coffee and Tea maker, Fax machine, in room safe, Bathrobes and slippers,
Data port, high speed internet access, suites available, full length mirror, turn down service, no
smoking room , international direct, smoke detectors in room, voice mail, fruit basket, hair dryers etc.

This beautiful hotel also has an in-house restaurant that offers a wide range of fine Indian, Chinese
and Continental cuisine.  Hotel La Meridien Delhi also offer Spa, Amatrra which is a unique concept
facility that combines ancient Indian science of Ayurveda and Astro science with modern
technology. The hotel also offers conference facilities and busniness center which is perfect place to
host any sort of event.

So if you are planning for a stay in Delhi and looking for a stimulating ambiance than Le meridian
Delhi a multi star hotel will suffice all your desires and offer you a perfect stay for you and your loved
ones.
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Jon Rider - About Author:
Author is an associate editor for a Le Meridien Delhi. Get all possible information about a Luxury
Hotels in Delhi. we also provide tourism packages with wide range of Holiday Package deals
anywhere India.
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